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About the Chapter:
Formed on 28th February, 2014, the JUIT ACM Student Chapter is an effort aimed at increasing the level and visibility of ACM activities across India. Our mission is to build up a closely knit fraternity, of and for lifelong learners committed to excellence and to develop in our members a sense of higher purpose. We organize events and workshops for students that aim at overall development of students at JUIT, exposing them to the world in spite of them being so far away from the corporate environment.

We foster an environment where the future engineer comes first. By continuing to inspire and improve our people, we are evermore capable of building something great – that is our belief. Started by a handful of senior year students, the chapter has grown to all years and branches at the university, and continues to expand as the days go by. It is with great pride that we say that after just over a year of operation, our group is considered as the most prestigious organization in our university, and we work ever so hard to maintain our standards.

ACM-JUIT currently has a total of 56 members and plans are in place to further expand our members as well as our operations in the forthcoming academic session.

Website: http://juit.acm.org/
Facebook page: http://www.facebook.com/acmwolves
YouTube channel: http://www.youtube.com/channel/UCxKqCP0amDp1ocxa7fC3TCg
Google+: http://plus.google.com/+ACMJUIT

Students who take Computer Science and related courses in our school:
Number of students in computer science engineering – 480
Number of students in electronics and communication engineering – 480
Number of students in IT engineering – 120
Number of students in bio informatics and biotech engineering - 240

Regards,
JUIT ACM Student Chapter

URL: http://juit.acm.org/

The ACM-JUIT website is a result of countless hours of hard work and dedication by our web, editorial and design teams. The website is based on the notion of “fluidic design and aesthetics”. As soon as the organizational structure of our chapter was cemented and the groundwork for the forthcoming academic session was laid out, we started working on the website. Many designs were considered, and after thorough discussion over each design, a responsive modified bootstrap design was chosen.

The website went live on 15th August, 2014, and it amassed rave reviews within the university. Since then the website has been constantly maintained and updated. We completely revamped the website design in 2015 and will continue to do so every year. The main features of our website are –

- Fluidic design
- Responsiveness
- Doodles and Themes for special occasions (visit this link for the doodles: http://juit.acm.org/doodle)
- Resourceful

The various sections on our website are as follows –

Home

The home page is the first and most resourceful page and gives quick access to all the important links on the website. Updates from recent events are also posted on the home page. It also has recent blogs and forums. An Event
Calendar has also been added so you can know about past and upcoming events of ACM-JUIT.

**Organization**

Visit this page if you want to learn about our chapter, or even ACM the organization.

**Team**

This page is home to the members of our fraternity. Here you can have a look at our Faculty members, the Excom, Alumni and also members of the various technical teams.

**Register**

Visit this page if you want to be a part of our community. The registration page contains a php form which allows us to know about you through information that you fill in the form.

**Events**

This is the most happening page of our website. It contains updates from all the past, recent, current and forthcoming events under the wing of ACM-JUIT.

**Blog**

This page is one of the two new pages introduced to website this year where members of ACM-JUIT can share their views about various events happening around the world. This page allows everyone to comment on blogs written by ACM-JUIT members.

**Forum**

This page is second new page introduced to website this year where anyone can ask any technical question they want and ACM-JUIT members can answer it and can share their knowledge there.

**Contact**
This page contains the all contact information that one might need if they ever want to communicate with us, or want to submit a query. The page contains email addresses of the webmaster and the chapter's query portal.

**Theme Changes on Special Occasions**

- Theme change on special occasions such as festivals
- Love Calculator was added during Valentine week
- Automated mail sent to every member of ACM-JUIT including alumni on special occasions to wish them
- Doodle on every member’s birthday which describes them

**Doodles**
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